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1- contemporary and modern society changed rapidly.'contemporary' means.............
1. conflict

2. rejection

3. concurrent

4. prediction

2- “A person`s fundamental tendency toward maximal realization of his potentials” is the definition

of ………….
1. self- confidence

2. self- worth

3. self- esteem

4. self- actualization

3- Your idea is excellent in …… but it is not clear in practice.
1. theory

2. normal

3. order

4. helth

4- Nothing can ..........................for the loss of your friend death.
1. refuse

2. compensate

3. assign

4. cause

5- The third step in the scientific process is to test the………
1. independent variable

2. dependent variable

3. hypothesis

4. causality

6- The word “empirical” is closest in meaning to………..
1. experimental

2. observation

3. prediction

4. statistics

3. tease

4. calm

7- The word “anxiety” is closest in meaning to……….
1. nervousness

2. shyness

8- Which one means “to make an egg or make productive”?
1. outward

2. segment

3. monogenic

4. fertilize

3. uncomfortable

4. pregnancy

9- I was ……….for a few days after the surgery.
1. thread

2. trait

10- “Behaving in an angry way that shows you want to fight or argue with someone” is the definition

of………
1. emotion

2. coordinate

3. aggressive

4. medulla

11- ………are caused by any process that damage tissues.
1. Glial cells

2. lesions

3. retrieve

4. spinal cord

3. aggression

4. reaction

12- The word “reflex” is closest in meaning to….…….
1. midbrain

4  از1 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. emotion
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13- Which of the followings means “recognition knowledge”?
1. perception

2. photoreceptor

3. retina

4. sensation

14- What is the taste of lemon juice or acid like powders?
1. sour

2. bitter

3. sweet

4. salty

3. tasting

4. seeing

3.   

4.  

15- Which one begins when we sense sound waves?
1. smelling

2. hearing

16- What is the meaning of “fetal stage” in Persian?
1.  

2.   

17- Which one means “drugs used for treating someone who is depressed”?
1. butterfly

2. antidepressants

3. teratogens

4. stability

18- Which item means “malnourished”?
1. after a process or activity has ended
2. an illness like a bad cold that makes you feel very hot
3. a fault in someone or something
4. ill because you do not eat enough

19- What is the meaning of “preoperational stage” in Persian?
1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

3. tummy

4. crawl

20- Which item is the meaning of your stomach?
1. abstract

2. puberty

21- Puberty is best defined as the period when…………..
1. sexual desire begins

2. adolescence begins

3. sexual maturation begins

4. a person learns his/her sex

22- All children have ..........................about their environment.
1. curiosity

2. freedom

3. versus

4. profound

3. attachment

4. defect

3. mistrust

4. identity

23- Which one characterized by a feeling of loving?
1. autonomy

2. doubt

24- Abuse and neglect will foster …………
1. trust
4  از2 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. security
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25- Which one is the meaning of “an event or situation that can be seen to happen or exist”?
1. racism

2. phenomenon

3. component

4. obedience

26- It is unfair to suggest that the school was the .................... for this accident.
1. racism

2. ethnicity

3. cornea

4. responsible

27- They promised to continue the struggle against ................
1. attitude

2. racism

3. affective

4. yield

28- “The process of establishing or stabilizing a memory” is the definition of “…..”.
1. memory consolidation

2. thinking

3. reasoning

4. monogenic transmission

29- What is the meaning of “hypersomnia” in Persian?
1.  !

2.  

3. " 

4. 



30- An/ A ………. Is a graphic record of the electrical activity of the brain?
1. preconscious

2. sleepwalking

3. electroencephalography

4. thrive

31- Which word means “the act of copying something”?
1. response

2. retention

3. conditioning

4. imitation

3.  

4. (

32- What is the meaning of “neutral” in Persian?
1. # $

2. %&' 

33- Which one uses brain imaging to identify the brain areas associated with specific cognitive

processes?
1. connectionist networks

2. experimental psychology

3. visual imagery

4. cognitive neuroscience

34- What is the meaning of “cognition” in Persian?
1.  ) !*

2. +

3. , $ -

4. , $

35- What is the meaning of “long- term memory” in Persian?
1. . /  0- 

4  از3 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. . . 0- 

3.   1 0- 
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36- What is the definition of “metaphor”?
1. impaired memory for events occurring before the onset of amnesia
2. the memory influences our behavior without conscious awareness
3. the use of words to indicate something different from the literal meaning
4. not harmed or affected by something

37- The process involved in the solution of the problem is the definition of “……”
1. problem solving

2. deep structure

3. metamemory

4. metacognition

3. 

4. 3 4

38- What is the meaning of “symbol” in Persian?
1.  

2. +

39- “The kind of knowledge that one gains from experience and learning” is the definition of “……

intelligence” .
1. creative

2. rejected

3. crystallized

4. fluid

40- In Gardner`s view intelligence has at least …………… distinct capacities.
1. seven

4  از4 ﺻﻔﺤﻪ

2. four

3. five
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